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Tokyo Violet

Tokyo Violet is a player character played by Immortal Cyan.

Tokyo Violet
Species: Nekovalkyrja, Type 33 - Sprite
Gender: Woman

Date of Birth: YE 42
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Starship Operator - Weapons Officer

Rank: Yontô Hei
Current Placement: YSS Tokyo

Physical Description

Height: 4'9“
Mass: 175 Lbs.
Body Measurements: 29M-27-56

Bearing flamboyantly multichromatic features, Tokyo Violet is gifted with light blue skin, cyan-magenta
heterochromatic eyes, and deep purple hair. In order to harmonize the color of her plump lips with the
deep purple hue of her hair, Violet typically projects dark purple color over them which also matches the
shade of the hair in her eyebrows1). Her facial profile is a balanced ovular shape which is defined by her
gently curved jawline and wide forehead. She typically cuts her hair in a short style that heavily
emphasizes the nigh-extreme length of her pointed ears.

Tokyo Violet possesses a heavyset and physically robust figure that is voluptuous even by the standards
of unaugmented human women. Aptly described as a “shortstack”, her body has a hourglass-shaped
profile which leans towards being more bottom than top-heavy. Her thighs are massively plump and form
into a set of correspondingly corpulent buttocks which have an abundant steatopygian “shelf” that
conspicuously juts out past her shoulders. From there, she maintains a subtly-defined, yet strong core
which supports the weight of her extremely generous breasts. Her shoulders are slightly narrow, but lead
into softly-muscled biceps and forearms.

Personality

Tokyo Violet has the typical personality of a newly-created Nekovalkyrja Sprite, in the sense that her
mind is a tabula rasa. However, her temperament tends toward the Supine. As such, Violet is heavily
dependent on receiving approval and acceptance from others. Her passive disposition, especially in the
context of social situations, is what drives her to succeed at any task that she puts her mind to, in the
hope of receiving the praise that fuels her self-esteem.
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History

Tokyo Violet is one of the hundreds of Sprites under the command of the YSS Tokyo’s KAMI, Tokyo
Himawari, in order to crew the massive Izanagi-Class Dreadnought. Created with the basic skills of a
starship operator, Violet was designated as a weapons officer upon her first assignment.

Skills Learned

Tokyo Violet has the following notable skills:

Star Army Common Skills
Starship Operations: Tokyo Violet was created with specialization training in starship operations
pre-loaded into her digital mind. Although she is capable of fulfilling all virtually all roles on the
bridge save for command, Violet specializes in combat systems and weapons operations. Utilizing
her digital mind, Violet can control hundreds of weapons. However, her mental reaction time and
ability to quickly process information is not yet fully optimized or trained. In addition, the
management of the hundreds of weapons on the YSS Tokyo is extremely mentally and physically
taxing to her, due to the vast amounts of processing power required to execute the programs
associated with tracking, filtering, and responding to sensor data from hundreds of turrets and
transmitting commands in response.

Social Connections

Tokyo Violet is connected to:

YSS Tokyo
Tokyo Himawari - Onee-Chan

Inventory & Finance

Tokyo Violet has the Star Army Standard Issue Items.

Tokyo Violet currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This article was created on 2020/02/19 12:41 using the namespace template.

In the case Immortal Cyan becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
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Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? YES

Character Data
Character Name Tokyo Violet
Character Owner Immortal Cyan
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Yontô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Starship Operator
SAOY Assignment YSS Tokyo
Orders Orders

1)

Rounded with High Arch, Thin
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